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R&D spending well below 15% of revenue (mostly due to the drastic reduction in the number of multiple masks/layer into 
a single one). This trend is expected to continue for at least the next 4-5 years. See Figure ES12. 

 
Source: IC Insights 

Figure ES12    R&D spending remains under control 

 

The rate of introduction of new Logic technologies by TSMC and Samsung has accelerated in the past four years. The 
introduction of EUV lithography is expected to continue supporting this accelerated trend. See Figure ES13. 

 

Sources: Companies, conference reports and IC Insights 

Figure ES13    Scaling progressing unabated with EUV technology 

 



The gate length is not the full story
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Figure ES30    Metal pitch scaling exceeding expectation in 2020! 

 

Figure ES30 shows also that feature scaling will reach fundamental limits of around 7-8 nm at the end of this decade. This 
prediction is consistent with forecasts of equipment technology leaders.2 However, by early 2030 it is expected that quantum-
computing technologies will begin to make real contributions to the advancement of the electronics industry. (See Section 1.4.) 

1.2.3. 5G AND BEYOND ROADMAP HAS BECOME THE “INTERNATIONAL NETWORK GENERATIONS 
ROADMAP”! 

Cell phones began operation in the 90s using frequencies in the 800-900 MHz ranges in accordance with specifications of the 
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM). These operational frequencies utilized by cell phones have increased 
multiple times and have now reached the present revision named 4G and LTE that operate in the 2,500-2,700 MHz ranges.  

The adoption of a more powerful communication infrastructure under the name of 5G has been under discussion for the past few 
years. In 5G the utilization of frequencies ranging from 3 to 28 GHz and beyond had been under discussion for some time. In 
2017 it became clear that 5G expectations and therefore its definition was quickly becoming by far much more complex that any 
of the previous transitions and therefore IEEE decided to launch a new network roadmap aimed at 5G.  

In 2018 the working groups engaged in this IEEE network roadmap effort realized that the transition to 5G was no longer limited 
to the deployment of a communication system that introduced a new frequency spanning from 3.7 GHZ to 4.2 GHz for cell 
phones but it was much more than that.  

5G defined a very broad new platform covering multiple aspects of communications. For instance, multiple bands operating in 
the 20í40 GHz and ~60 GHZ ranges were also proposed as additional elements of 5G. Therefore, the IEEE network roadmapping 
effort was renamed the International Network Generations Roadmap (INGR) in 2020 to encompass a much broader range of 
frequencies and novel network solutions. Close cooperation between IRDS and INGR has continued throughout the past two 
years.  

As stated before, operation in these frequency ranges is still well within the capabilities of ICs. In the past 10 years, cell phones, 
portable PCs and many types of mobile appliances have become a viable means of accessing the Internet. Cell phone power 
consumption is typically below 5 watts, so this value is well within the thermal limits of IC operations. In the past 10 years access 
to the Internet via 4G-LTE or Wi-Fi5 has been continuously increasing since the areas of wireless coverage are continuously 

 
2 Martin van den Brink/President and CTO. ASML Keynote. “Continued scaling in semiconductor manufacturing enabled by advances in 
lithography”. San Francisco, IEDM 2019. 

• Source: IRDS ES, p. 28



More Moore and more than Moore 

• More Moore 

• Keeping the pace with More’s law when 2D ICs hits the physics (or economics) 
barrier 

• In practice in the mid-near term: going 3D 

• Already common for high bandwidth memories, soon to become standard also for 
logic 

• 3D VLSI expected to extend Moore’s law up to 2040

• More than Moore 

• Heterogeneous integration 

• Use of silicon-based technology to integrate different functionalities (RF, power, 
sensor, actuators) into compact and high performance systems
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In the context of high-performance computing and big-data applications, the quest
for performance requires modular, scalable, energy-efficient, low-cost manycore
systems. Partitioning the system into multiple chiplets 3D-stacked onto large-
scale interposers – organic substrate [1], 2.5D passive interposer [2] or silicon
bridge [3] – leads to large modular architectures and cost reductions in advanced
technologies by the Known Good Die (KGD) strategy and yield management.
However, these approaches lack flexible efficient long-distance communications,
smooth integration of heterogeneous chiplets, and easy integration of less-
scalable analog functions, such as power management [4] and system IOs. To
tackle these issues, this paper presents an active interposer integrating: i) a
Switched Capacitor Voltage Regulator (SCVR) for on-chip power management;
ii) flexible system interconnect topologies between all chiplets for scalable cache
coherency support; iii) energy-efficient 3D-plugs for dense inter-layer
communication; iv) a memory-IO controller and PHY for socket communication.
The chip (Fig. 2.3.7) integrates 96 cores in 6 chiplets in 28nm FDSOI CMOS, 3D-
stacked in a face-to-face configuration using 20µm-pitch micro-bumps
(µ-bumps) onto a 200 mm2 active interposer with 40µm-pitch Through Silicon
Via (TSV) middle in a 65nm technology node. Even though complex functions are
integrated, active-interposer yield is high thanks to the mature 65nm node and a
reduced complexity (0.08transistors/µm2), with 30% of interposer area devoted
to a SCVR variability-tolerant capacitors scheme.

As shown in Fig. 2.3.1, each chiplet is composed of 4 clusters of 4 scalar
MIPS32v1 cores [5]. Memory is physically distributed throughout chiplet L2-
caches, and provides a fully cache-coherent hierarchy composed of: i) 16kB L1
I-cache and D-cache per core; ii) a shared distributed L2-cache with 256kB per
cluster; iii) an adaptive L3-cache with 4 tiles of 1MB per chiplet, for a total of
34MB of cache. Flexible system communications are fully distributed in the 6
chiplets and in the active interposer using Network-on-Chip (NoC) routers and
different kind of 3D-plugs: i) between L1 and L2 caches: a 5-channel 2D-mesh
interconnect implements the cache-coherency protocol, using short-reach high-
bandwidth inter-chiplet passive links on-interposer; ii) between L2 and L3 tiles: a
2-channel 2D-mesh interconnect uses long-reach low-latency Quasi-Delay-
Insensitive (QDI) asynchronous active links in the interposer; and, iii) between
L3-caches and off-chip DRAM memory: a 2-channel 2D-mesh interconnect uses
long-reach synchronous active links in the interposer and integrates a memory-
IO controller and a 4×32b LVDS PHY at 600Mb/s offering a total 19.2GB/s off-chip
bandwidth. The 3D flexible communications are allowed by generic chiplet-
interposer interfaces, so-called 3D-plugs, which integrate the micro-bump array,
the micro-buffer cells (bidirectional driver with ESD protection, level shifter and
pull-up), and boundary-scan logic. Chiplet-level Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) is enabled by SCVRs on the active interposer below each chiplet,
surrounded by the pipelined NoC links. Finally, the active interposer embeds
regular infrastructure, such as clocking, configuration, sensors (thermal & stress),
and a design-for-test scheme. The circuit is fully testable (Fig. 2.3.8), for KGD
sorting of both chiplets and the active interposer, and for final test, using
compressed full scan, IJTAG for 2D IO and 3D IO boundary scan, BIST engines,
and dedicated test pads.

The active interposer allows the integration of 6 SCVRs for individual and fast
DVFS transitions per chiplet and reduced IR-drop effects. Below each chiplet, each
SCVR (Fig. 2.3.2) is composed of 270 0.2×0.2µm2 regular unit cells in a
checkerboard pattern using thick-oxide transistors and a MOS-MOM-MIM
capacitor stack to maximize the capacitance density (8.9nF/mm2). The 11.3mm2

SCVR footprint, corresponding to 50% of the above chiplet’s area, achieves a
measured 156mW/mm2 power density at 82% peak efficiency. The SCVR input
voltage VIN (up to 2.5V) is delivered from the interposer back-face through a
40µm-pitch TSV array, and then stepped-down by a 10-phase interleaved 3-stage
gearbox scheme to generate 7 lossless voltage ratios from 4:1 to 4:3. This allows
high conversion efficiency over a wide VOUT range of 0.35V-1.3V for flexible DVFS,

which is finally delivered to the chiplet through a micro-bump face-to-face power
grid (Fig. 2.3.7). The SCVR input voltage (up to 2.5V) reduces total input current
and the required number of power IOs in the package. Each SCVR is supervised
by a central clock-frequency and feedback controller to allow fast DVFS and IR-
drop mitigation (<10ns step response).

Figure 2.3.3 illustrates the microarchitecture of the source-synchronous 3D-plugs
used for 2.5D passive and 3D face-to-face links. Implemented as a standard
synthesizable digital design, 3D-plugs provide multiple Virtual Channels (VC) and
use credit and clock forwarding schemes. They operate at a higher frequency than
the NoC to reduce contention due to VC multiplexing. Delay lines and polarity
selectors are used to skew the TX clock for RX data sampling (CLK_TX_φ1) and
TX credit sampling (CLK_TX_φ2). 2.5D passive links are routed using M2-M4 or
M3-M5 BEoL metals with 0.3µm width, 1.1µm pitch and balanced track lengths,
while the forwarded clocks are routed separately with ground shielding. The
achieved 3Tb/s/mm2 bandwidth density is 1.9× higher than [2] for 3D links, and
2.5D passive links reach a 12% higher bandwidth cross-section. The aggregate
synchronous 3D/2.5D links bandwidth is 527 GB/s.

The different inter-chiplet interconnects are detailed in Fig. 2.3.4. Their system-
level performance is measured using on-chip traffic generators and probes, while
latency and energy breakdowns have been refined by simulation. The three
interconnect types show different strengths and tradeoffs, which can be best used
for different traffic types. Abutted synchronous 3D-plugs for neighboring L1-L2
cache coherence traffic operate up to 1.25GHz with the lowest latency of 7.2ns
between source and destination clock domains. Large applications with distant
L1-L2 traffic require routing over several chiplets, with the lowest propagation
energy of 0.15pJ/b/mm due to a full path in the 28nm node, but a latency
increased by multiple clock-domain crossings. QDI asynchronous logic for L2-
L3 traffic has the lowest latency of 0.6ns/mm including routers and pipelined
links, which is 3.3× better than its synchronous counterpart, with an efficient
0.97GHz 4-phase protocol in the interposer and 2-phase conversion to hide the
handshake latency in the 3D-plugs. L3-to-off-chip-memory traffic uses a single
clock domain in the interposer with best synchronous propagation speed of
2ns/mm.

Figure 2.3.5 explores overall chip power and performance measurements. Power
consumption and energy efficiency, while running the Coremark benchmark, is
compared to a theoretical system using a digital LDO instead of the proposed fully
integrated SCVR. Using a LDO at same VIN = 2.5V would result in a 2× increase
in power consumption, a lower VIN would be needed to limit losses at the expense
of more power pins and voltage-drop issues. The power breakdown shows the
low power budget of the active interposer (only 3% is devoted to interposer logic).
The cores represent over half the power consumption of the chiplets, consuming
the majority of the measured chip power (17W). Lastly, scalability of the cache-
coherent architecture is analyzed by running an image filtering application from
1 to 512 cores. Results for more than 96 cores were obtained by RTL simulation
with additional chiplets. Compared to single core execution, a 67× execution-time
speedup is obtained with 96 cores and 340× with 512 cores.

Compared to prior art (Fig. 2.3.6), the circuit is the first chiplet-based manycore
architecture for high-performance computing using an active interposer,
integrating: i) a fully integrated voltage regulator, using free area available in the
active interposer, offering DVFS-per-chiplet and achieving 156mW/mm2 at 82%
peak power efficiency (10% higher than [4]); ii) flexible and distributed NoC
meshes for scalable cache-coherency traffic, with 0.6ns/mm inter-chiplet latency
using asynchronous signaling, and a 0.59pJ/b synchronous 3D-plug energy
efficiency with 3Tb/s/mm2 bandwidth density.

An active interposer enables efficient integration of large-scale chiplet-based
computing systems. Such schemes can be applied for integration of similar
chiplets as presented above, but also for smooth integration of heterogeneous
chiplets.
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Figure 2.3.1: 96-core architecture composed of 6 chiplets 3D-stacked onto an
active CMOS interposer.

Figure 2.3.2: Switched Capacitor Voltage Regulator (SCVR) providing DVFS
per-chiplet.

Figure 2.3.3: 3D-plug communication: source-synchronous interface
microarchitecture and performance.

Figure 2.3.5: System performance, including SCVR<->LDO comparison, power
breakdown, and many-core scalability. Figure 2.3.6: Performance summary and comparison to prior art.

Figure 2.3.4: Interposer distributed synchronous and asynchronous NoCs; 3D-
plug asynchronous interface.
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Abstract—This paper describes a 108 mega pixels (Mp) 
CMOS image sensor (CIS) for mobile phone applications. The 
0.7 µm-pitch pixel array (12000×9000) is composed of nona-cell 
(3×3 unit pixel structure) cluster with binning capability for 
maximum light absorption. In considerations of the trade-off 
between area occupation and frame rate, the column-parallel 
topology with thousands of single-slope ADCs is chosen for the 
digitizer. To suppress the horizontal noise (HN) source, an 
ADC decision-feedback technique is proposed to minimize the 
current consumption difference between before and after the 
ADC decision. Furthermore, with the decision-feedback loop, 
which is implemented in each of the comparators of the ADC 
array, analog power consumption can be also reduced. Top 
pixel and bottom digitizer chips were fabricated in 65 nm and 
28 nm process technologies, respectively. The measurement 
results of the 3-D stacked prototype imager show an input-
referred random noise (RN) of 1.4 e-

rms with an analog gain of 
16 and a frame rate of 10 fps. A suppressed RN of 0.44 e-

rms is 
also achieved with a nona-binning. The column fixed-pattern 
noise (FPN) of the 108 MP imager is only 66 ppm. The high-
resolution image sensing system with the decision-feedback 
technique achieves a figure-of-merit (FoM) of 0.71 e∙nJ. 

Keywords—CMOS image sensor (CIS), analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC), decision-feedback technique, horizontal noise 
(HN), low power, power efficiency. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The CMOS image sensor (CIS) is becoming more and 
more advanced with the ever-increasing requirements in a 
new era of internet of things (IoT) and internet of everything 
(IoE). Over the last decade, the resolution of the smartphone 
camera is especially get higher from a ten mega pixels (Mp) 
to more than one hundred million pixels [1], [2]. As the 
number of pixels in the CMOS imager increases, power 
consumption and fluctuation of the imaging system also rise. 
Because the supply voltage fluctuation induced by current 
fluctuation can deteriorate the horizontal noise (HN) and 
horizontal band noise (HBN) [3], [4], suppressing the current 
variation is one of the most important things to consider in 
designing a high-resolution image sensor. 

This paper presents a high-resolution 3-D stacked CIS 
utilizing the decision-feedback technique, which can 
suppress HN source effectively. The prototype imager 
consists of a top chip with a 0.7 µm-pitch pixel array and a 
bottom chip with an array of single-slope analog-to-digital 
converters (ADC). Fabricated in 65/28 nm process 
technologies, the proposed 108 Mp CIS has an input-referred 
random noise (RN) characteristic of 1.4 e-

rms with an analog 
gain of 16 and a frame rate of 10 fps. With a high gain 
condition, the RN is reduced to only 0.44 e-

rms in nona (3×3) 
binning mode. With the proposed decision-feedback 
technique, the imaging system achieves a figure-of-merit 
(FoM) of 0.71 e-∙nJ. The rest of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section II describes the CIS architecture, while 
Section III presents the previous works and the proposed 
decision-feedback technique. The experimental results are 
presented in Section IV. This article ends with conclusions in 
Section V. 

II. CIS ARCHITECTURE 

Fig. 1 shows the simplified block diagrams of the top and 
bottom chips, which were fabricated in 65 nm process and 
28 nm process, respectively. The top chip comprises 
12000×9000 array of 0.7 µm-pitch pixels. With a 3×3 nona-
pixel structure, nine neighboring 0.7 µm pixels can be 
merged to mimic a large 2.1 µm pixel and maximize light 
absorption in dark environment. In bright conditions, each 
0.7 µm pixel operates individually and RGB Bayer pattern is 
generated with a re-mosaic algorithm in image signal 
processing (ISP). The two chips are vertically stacked and 
connected by 3-side chip-to-chip connection array. The 
simplified block diagram of the image signal path is shown 
in Fig. 2. The output of the top pixel chip is compared to the 
output of the ramp and digitized by the following ADC, 
which is implemented in the bottom chip. 

III. DECISION-FEEDBACK TECHNIQUE 

Unlike other sensor read-out circuits [5]–[8], especially 
in the pixel-readout architecture with column-parallel ADCs, 
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Fig. 2. Simplified signal path block diagram of the image sensing 
system. 
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Fig. 1. Simplified architecture of the 3-D stacked CIS. 
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Abstract—This paper describes a 108 mega pixels (Mp) 
CMOS image sensor (CIS) for mobile phone applications. The 
0.7 µm-pitch pixel array (12000×9000) is composed of nona-cell 
(3×3 unit pixel structure) cluster with binning capability for 
maximum light absorption. In considerations of the trade-off 
between area occupation and frame rate, the column-parallel 
topology with thousands of single-slope ADCs is chosen for the 
digitizer. To suppress the horizontal noise (HN) source, an 
ADC decision-feedback technique is proposed to minimize the 
current consumption difference between before and after the 
ADC decision. Furthermore, with the decision-feedback loop, 
which is implemented in each of the comparators of the ADC 
array, analog power consumption can be also reduced. Top 
pixel and bottom digitizer chips were fabricated in 65 nm and 
28 nm process technologies, respectively. The measurement 
results of the 3-D stacked prototype imager show an input-
referred random noise (RN) of 1.4 e-

rms with an analog gain of 
16 and a frame rate of 10 fps. A suppressed RN of 0.44 e-

rms is 
also achieved with a nona-binning. The column fixed-pattern 
noise (FPN) of the 108 MP imager is only 66 ppm. The high-
resolution image sensing system with the decision-feedback 
technique achieves a figure-of-merit (FoM) of 0.71 e∙nJ. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The CMOS image sensor (CIS) is becoming more and 
more advanced with the ever-increasing requirements in a 
new era of internet of things (IoT) and internet of everything 
(IoE). Over the last decade, the resolution of the smartphone 
camera is especially get higher from a ten mega pixels (Mp) 
to more than one hundred million pixels [1], [2]. As the 
number of pixels in the CMOS imager increases, power 
consumption and fluctuation of the imaging system also rise. 
Because the supply voltage fluctuation induced by current 
fluctuation can deteriorate the horizontal noise (HN) and 
horizontal band noise (HBN) [3], [4], suppressing the current 
variation is one of the most important things to consider in 
designing a high-resolution image sensor. 

This paper presents a high-resolution 3-D stacked CIS 
utilizing the decision-feedback technique, which can 
suppress HN source effectively. The prototype imager 
consists of a top chip with a 0.7 µm-pitch pixel array and a 
bottom chip with an array of single-slope analog-to-digital 
converters (ADC). Fabricated in 65/28 nm process 
technologies, the proposed 108 Mp CIS has an input-referred 
random noise (RN) characteristic of 1.4 e-

rms with an analog 
gain of 16 and a frame rate of 10 fps. With a high gain 
condition, the RN is reduced to only 0.44 e-

rms in nona (3×3) 
binning mode. With the proposed decision-feedback 
technique, the imaging system achieves a figure-of-merit 
(FoM) of 0.71 e-∙nJ. The rest of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section II describes the CIS architecture, while 
Section III presents the previous works and the proposed 
decision-feedback technique. The experimental results are 
presented in Section IV. This article ends with conclusions in 
Section V. 

II. CIS ARCHITECTURE 

Fig. 1 shows the simplified block diagrams of the top and 
bottom chips, which were fabricated in 65 nm process and 
28 nm process, respectively. The top chip comprises 
12000×9000 array of 0.7 µm-pitch pixels. With a 3×3 nona-
pixel structure, nine neighboring 0.7 µm pixels can be 
merged to mimic a large 2.1 µm pixel and maximize light 
absorption in dark environment. In bright conditions, each 
0.7 µm pixel operates individually and RGB Bayer pattern is 
generated with a re-mosaic algorithm in image signal 
processing (ISP). The two chips are vertically stacked and 
connected by 3-side chip-to-chip connection array. The 
simplified block diagram of the image signal path is shown 
in Fig. 2. The output of the top pixel chip is compared to the 
output of the ramp and digitized by the following ADC, 
which is implemented in the bottom chip. 

III. DECISION-FEEDBACK TECHNIQUE 

Unlike other sensor read-out circuits [5]–[8], especially 
in the pixel-readout architecture with column-parallel ADCs, 
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preferred.  

In this work, a decision-feedback technique is proposed 
to alleviate the current difference problem of the second-
amplifier without extra current consumption. The simplified 
block diagram of the single-slope ADC with the decision-
feedback technique is shown in Fig. 6. In the ramping down 
period, the following counter is activated and the output of 
the comparator changed only once in each reset and signal 
conversion times. Using the low-to-high conversion signal of 
the comparator output, a decision-feedback signal can be 
generated with a feedback control logic. In the proposed 10-
bit ADC, the feedback signal is used to save power 
consumption of the comparator after the single-slope 
decision, and thus the analog current difference is also 

suppressed. 

Fig. 7 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed 
second-amplifier and its timing diagram. The decision-
feedback control logic is composed of a single NAND gate, 
and the decision-feedback enable signal ENDFB is utilized to 
prevent the unintended operation of the feedback logic at AZ 
period. To suppress a dynamic current induced by the 
feedback logic, the NAND gate is designed in a starved 
structure. For power and area saving of the imaging system, 
the starved NAND is well-designed to reuse other bias 
voltages. Because the decision-feedback signal DFB turn off 
the MNDFB branch, the current consumption of the amplifier 
after the decision is reduced. Thanks to the proposed 
decision-feedback technique, the current difference 
consumption problem of the digitizer is alleviated without 
the additional current consumption branch. Depending on the 
current ratio of the split current load with MN and MNDFB, 
the current consumption after the decision is determined. In 
this prototype, the current ratio of the two branch is chosen 
to 1:1, which leads to the CS topology with half-branch 
current load after the ADC decision. With the current split 
ratio of 1:1, the proposed second amplifier current difference 
between before and after the decision is reduced as much as 
previous work (Fig. 3). Furthermore, power consumption of 
the amplifier is decreased by 30 %. The proposed decision-
feedback technique can be also implemented with any other 
split ratio or even full-branch feedback, and moreover, the 
feedback concept can be applied to the first amplifier or the 
front analog buffer to achieve a more power-efficient 
imaging system. 

IV. EXERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The 0.7 µm-pitch 108 Mp image sensor was fabricated in 

65 nm and 28 nm process technologies. Fig. 8 shows 
annotated chip microphotographs of the 3-D stacked pixel 
and digitizer chips. An operating voltage of the pixel array in 
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Fig. 9. Measured random noise and column FPN versus analog gain. 

 
 
Fig. 8. Chip microphotograph. 
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A Three-Wafer-Stacked Hybrid 15-MPixel CIS +
1-MPixel EVS With 4.6-GEvent/s Readout,

In-Pixel TDC, and On-Chip ISP
and ESP Function

Menghan Guo , Shoushun Chen, Senior Member, IEEE, Zhe Gao, Wenlei Yang, Peter Bartkovjak, Qing Qin,
Xiaoqin Hu, Dahai Zhou , Qiping Huang, Masayuki Uchiyama, Yoshiharu Kudo, Shimpei Fukuoka,

Chengcheng Xu, Hiroaki Ebihara, Xueqing Wang, Peiwen Jiang, Bo Jiang, Bo Mu, Huan Chen,
Jason Yang, T. J. Dai, and Andreas Suess , Member, IEEE

Abstract— We introduce a hybrid 4096 ⇥ 3680 CMOS image
sensor (CIS) with an embedded 1032 ⇥ 928 event-based vision
sensor (EVS). Within a four-by-four cluster of CIS pixels, one
color channel is substituted to provide a photocurrent for an
EVS pixel. The EVS readout circuit is allocated on a second
wafer and wrapped behind the four-by-four pixel cluster. A third
wafer is used to integrate all peripheral readout circuitry for
the EVS and CIS functions while achieving a compact sensor
footprint. The EVS pixel achieves sub-1 Hz noise rates and 3%
contrast non-uniformity (CTNU) at a linear nominal contrast
threshold (NCT) of 15%. The row and column readout circuitry
bypasses elements without events in a fraction of a clock cycle.
Furthermore, a skip function is realized that reads only bordering
pixels of a connected set of events. This achieves an event rate
of up to 4.6 GEvents/s (GEps). The sensor captures in-pixel time
stamps through sampling of a gray code timer realizing a time-
to-digital conversion (TDC). Image and event signal processors
(ISP & ESP) are integrated on-chip. The ESP provides global
ambient and global activity monitoring functions. The sensor sup-
ports various flicker mitigation approaches such as adjustment of
contrast threshold, in-pixel bandpass filter function and region-
of-interest (ROI), and deterministic or random subsampling.
The hybrid sensor mitigates challenges in synchronization and
parallax error compared with a two-sensor solution using a
dedicated CIS and dedicated EVS sensor. Furthermore, only
one package and lens are required reducing footprint and
cost.

Index Terms— CMOS image sensors (CISs), event-based vision,
hybrid event-based vision sensor (EVS)/CIS, neuromorphic imag-
ing, three-wafer-stacking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EVENT-BASED vision sensors (EVSs) use smart pix-
els that determine whether a temporal contrast change

beyond a predefined threshold is observed [1]. The temporal
contrast detection is a relative measurement and is encoded
by so-called “events” being further characterized through x /y
pixel location, event time stamp (t), and polarity (p) indicating
whether the event was triggered by an increase or decrease in
illuminance. Compared with CMOS image sensors (CISs), this
new modality inherently provides data compression function-
ality and hence enables high-speed, low-latency data capture
while operating at low power. Numerous applications such
as object tracking, 3-D detection, and slow-motion are being
researched based on EVS [2]. Slow-motion video capture
could prove to be of particular interest, as alternative solutions
based on CIS frame interpolation may struggle with temporal
artifacts, whereas sensor systems that sample the scene at high
rates may struggle with memory, bandwidth, and/or power
limitations [3]. EVS, on the other hand, can offer recording
lengths of several seconds, while capturing temporal content
equivalent to several thousands of frames per second and
operating at a few tens to hundreds of milli-watts [13].

EVSs are differential in nature and thus cannot provide
absolute illuminance information. However, many applications
require an absolute reference so that EVS has to be comple-
mented by CIS information. This can be achieved using a
dual-sensor configuration of a dedicated EVS and dedicated
CIS. Dual-sensor configurations have several shortcomings,
such as the parallax error of the camera collocation, the com-
plexities in spatial and temporal synchronization of EVS and
CIS, and the added cost—e.g., through the need for two pairs
of lenses, packages, etc. Hybrid EVS/CIS sensors overcome
these hurdles. The asynchronous time-based image sensor
(ATIS) was the first sensor to capture event-based and frame-
based data in a hybrid manner [4]. Here, the frame-based
CIS information was captured using a time-to-saturation-based
readout. Frame-based and event-based photograph capture
sites were collocated next to one another. The DAVIS sensor
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the three-wafer-stacked hybrid EVS/CIS
sensor.

introduced a hybrid EVS/CIS pixel that uses the photocurrent
for the time-continuous front-end circuit for EVS functionality
and then integrates the photocurrent on a sampling cap for
CIS functionality [5]. The C-DAVIS improved CIS image
quality using pinned photodiode pixels. Here, the CIS pixels
sampled red, green, and blue (RGB) color channels while
using the same hybrid EVS/CIS readout for a clear/white pixel
as the DAVIS sensor [6]. CeleX-5 offered an asynchronous
log-intensity readout upon triggering events [10]. All these
approaches have similar EVS and CIS pixel resolutions. This is
challenging for scaling toward higher spatial resolution sensors
as scaling becomes limited by the EVS pixel circuitry (see II).
Also, sacrificing a large portion of the CIS pixel count for EVS
can have a significant negative impact on CIS image quality.

This article addresses the desire for hybrid EVS/CIS sensors
offering high spatial resolution without a significant sacri-
fice of CIS performance. Section II details how advanced
wafer-stacking technology is used to achieve this goal. Increas-
ing spatial resolutions require fast, low-power readout which
is outlined in Section III. Section IV presents performance
characterization results and benchmarks against the prior art.

II. PIXEL TECHNOLOGY

A. Stacking and Pixel Design

Fig. 1 depicts a cross-sectional view of the three-wafer
stacked hybrid EVS/CIS sensor. A top wafer embeds a pho-
todiode array using a 40-nm back-side illuminated pinned
photodiode process. Photodiodes are separated using full deep
trench isolation. A Bayer color filter array (CFA) is patterned
above all the CIS pixels followed by a micro-lens array.
Stacked pixel-level connections (SPLCs) connect the top pho-
todiode wafer to a middle wafer which embeds the EVS pixel
readout circuitry. The middle wafer uses the 65-nm technology
and high-density metal–insulator–metal capacitors (HDMIM).
The middle wafer uses back-side through-silicon vias (BTSVs)
which again connect to SPLC and thus to the bottom wafer.
The bottom wafer uses the 40-nm process technology.

Fig. 2 outlines how the three-wafer stack is used. The top
wafer substitutes a blue color channel within a four-by-four
pixel cluster for EVS functionality. This low ratio of EVS-
to-CIS pixels preserves good image quality for conventional
CIS capture operation, analogous to sparse phase-detection

Fig. 2. Block-level schematic.

Fig. 3. Logarithmic illuminance over time generating UP/DOWN events.

autofocus technology (PDAF). Both CIS and EVS pixels
use pinned photodiodes to achieve good process uniformity.
The CIS pixel array connects to a column bus and then to
the middle wafer at the edge of the pixel array. The EVS
pixel directly connects to the middle wafer using dedicated
SPLC connections within each four-by-four pixel cluster. The
middle wafer embeds EVS pixel readout circuitry, whereas the
bottom wafer implements analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
and an image-signal-processor (ISP) for CIS operation and
an asynchronous event readout scanner and an event signal
processor (ESP). The event readout circuitry is detailed in
Section III. The bottom wafer further embeds auxiliary periph-
eral functions and an MIPI interface.

B. EVS Pixel Circuit Design

Fig. 3 illustrates the event-based detection. If the loga-
rithmic illuminance exceeds certain thresholds UP/DOWN
events are generated. A schematic of the EVS pixel readout
circuitry is depicted in Fig. 4. The transfer gate of the
pinned photodiode is operated at a fixed bias 8TX to allow
continuous photocurrent flow into the EVS readout circuitry.
The transistor M1 is operated in weak inversion and saturation.
An inverting amplifier connects its source to the gate yielding
a logarithmic characteristic 18FE / VT · ln(ID(t)). Here,
VT is the thermal voltage, and ID(t) is the drain current of
M1 at time t . A buffer MSF isolates the sensitive logarithmic
amplifier from the kick-back of the switched capacitor filter.
The switched-capacitor circuit samples a reference signal
8O1(tref) using a reset transistor MRST. Upon release of
the reset transistor, this circuit tracks the difference between
the time-continuous signal 8O1(t) and the reference sample
8O1(tref). This difference sample of the log intensities removes
the offset of the previous stages and amounts to the log
ratio of time-continuous photocurrent ID(t) and the sampled
reference current ID(tref): 8O2 / ln((ID(t))/(ID(tref))). If the
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pinned photodiode is operated at a fixed bias 8TX to allow
continuous photocurrent flow into the EVS readout circuitry.
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A 14b 500 MS/s Single-Channel Pipelined-SAR
ADC With Reference Ripple Mitigation Techniques
and Adaptively Biased Floating Inverter Amplifier

Wenning Jiang, Member, IEEE, Yan Zhu , Senior Member, IEEE, Chixiao Chen , Member, IEEE,
Hao Xu , Member, IEEE, Qi Liu , Member, IEEE, Ming Liu, Fellow, IEEE,
Rui P. Martins , Fellow, IEEE, and Chi-Hang Chan , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— This work presents a 14-bit 500 MS/s single-channel
pipelined-successive-approximation-register (SAR) analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) with an adaptively biased floating
inverter amplifier (AB-FIA) as the residue amplifier (RA) and a
hybrid reference ripple mitigation (H-RRM) technique to relax
the power and area burden on the reference stabilization. Lever-
aging the adaptively biased architecture in the last stage FIA,
the speed and open-loop gain of the proposed two-stage FIA are
enhanced compared with the conventional cascode counterpart.
Besides, the impact of the reference error on the pipelined-SAR
conversion accuracy is alleviated by hybridizing the improved
reference ripple cancellation (RRC), reference ripple neutraliza-
tion (RRN), and reference buffer (RBUF). The improved RRC
removes the potential noise coupled from the floating capacitor
to counter the decision error during the sub-SAR conversion in
the first stage. Meanwhile, the RRN facilitates a rapid reference
recovery. These acts constitute the H-RRM, which assists a
high-speed and high-resolution pipelined-SAR process with a
relaxed integrated reference RBUF with low-power and compact
area. The prototype ADC was fabricated in a 28 nm CMOS
process; it consumes 6.34 mW total power at 500 MS/s, including
2.4 mW dynamic power of RBUF. It occupies an active area of
0.018 mm2, which the ADC core area of 0.0168 mm2 and the area
of RBUF with a 2.3 pF decoupling capacitor is 0.00105 mm2.
The measured signal to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) and
spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) are 64.2 dB and 80.55 dB
with a Nyquist input, respectively, leading to a 170.2 dB Schreier
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figure-of-merit (FoM) (FoMS) and 9.6 fJ/conversion-step Walden
FoM (FoMW).

Index Terms— Adaptive bias, analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), floating inverter amplifier (FIA), pipelined-successive-
approximation-register (SAR) ADC, reference ripple cancellation
(RRC), reference ripple neutralization (RRN).

I. INTRODUCTION

HIGH-SPEED and high-resolution analog-to-digital con-
verters (ADCs) support the wideband receiver archi-

tecture for emerging wireless systems [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Pipelined ADC is a popular
architecture to achieve hundreds of megahertz bandwidth
and over 12b resolution [1], [2]. Nonetheless, realizing
high-energy efficiency and compact area in advanced systems
present a formidable challenge. The pipelined-successive-
approximation-register (SAR) architecture [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] has demonstrated its attractive-
ness to be the alternative due to the efficient SAR quantizer
and relaxed residue amplifier (RA). Along with the continuous
technology downscaling, the SAR quantizer’s speed, area, and
energy efficiency can push for better performance [14]. On
the contrary, the RA does not accommodate the technology
scaling down due to the shrinking supply voltage; therefore,
the RA becomes the bottleneck of the pipelined-SAR ADCs in
terms of speed, noise, linearity, power, and robustness. Some
advanced RAs are explored to overcome the constraint in the
advanced process. The open-loop RAs, such as the dynamic
amplifier [4] and Gm-R [5] and [6] type, adapt to the low
supply scenarios with straightforward assembly, leading to
energy-efficient or high-speed designs. While their downside is
the high process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) sensitivity, it
can lead to high-cost compensation [4] or calibration circuits
[7]. Recently, inverter-based amplifiers with the closed-loop
feature have been involved in the state-of-the-art ADCs on
both high speed and high resolution. Thanks to the inverter
architecture, they are scalable at different technology. One of
which is ring amplifier (ringamp) [8], [9], [13], [15], [16].
It performs with ring-based slewing, damping, and stable
procedure. Its performance highly depends on the critical
deadzone, which indicates a need for well-handled bias [15] or
calibration [16]. The other option is the floating inverter ampli-
fier (FIA) [12], [17], [18], [19], which introduces a reservoir
capacitor as the battery, leading to a self-quenching nature.
The FIA shows better robustness than the ringamp by avoiding
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Fig. 15. Die photograph.

Fig. 16. Measured spectrum at Nyquist input (32 768 samples, decimated
by 250).

TABLE I
ADC NOISE CONTRIBUTION

D. RRN With DAS

Due to the B-CDAC being far larger than the S-CDAC,
the reference ripple is primarily caused by switching the
B-CDAC; therefore, the 3b RRN is performed based on the
decisions for the B-CDAC switching and its corresponding
capacitance. On account of the DAS logic in this work, the
switching energies of the first three MSBs are mapped to a new
relationship different from the conventional split-monotonic

Fig. 17. Measured spectrum at low input rate (32 768 samples, decimated
by 250).

Fig. 18. Measurement 1 DNL with/without RRN versus RBUF quiescent
current.

switching. Based on the 7b B-CDAC shown in Fig. 6, the total
capacitance (Ctot) is 320C , including the attenuation capacitor
(CP) of 66C , the switching energy of the MSB with the highest
four decisions of “1111” is given by

E1 = VREFP[63C · 1VSP � 191C · 1VSN + 64C · VREFP]
= 38.4C · V

2
REFP (7)

where 1VSP and 1VSN equal to + and �64C · VREFP/Ctot,
respectively. Similarly, other switching energies can be calcu-
lated. The MSB neutralization capacitor of the RRN is only
one capacitor (CRN1) of 38.4C , the MSB-1 one is with two
capacitors (CRN2[1:2]) of 22C and 12.8C , and the 3rd bit is
with four capacitors (CRN3[1:4]) of 14.4C , 11.2C , 8C and
2.1C . The unit capacitance (C) of B-CDAC is 8 fF in this
design. Due to the transient response of the RBUF and other
non-idealities, the residual reference ripple is inevitable, which
is eventually resolved by the RRC as mentioned above.

E. Reference Buffer and Noise Breakdown

The flipped-voltage follower (FVF) based RBUF [21] is
adopted in this design. Thanks to the 3b RRC and 3b RRN, the
output impedance requirement of the RBUF is greatly relaxed.
In this work, the designed output impedance of the RBUF
is ⇠10 � with 1.2 mA quiescent current. Due to the 0.2 V
dropout voltage, the RBUF is supplied with a 1.2 V to output
a 1 V reference voltage. The major design concern of the
RBUF is the noise, which can directly be coupled to the ADC
input through the B-CDAC. Therefore, a 2.3 pF decoupling
capacitor is placed at the output of the RBUF to guarantee
an 80 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The noise contributions
are summarized in Table I, which is estimated based on the
simulation with a typical noise model. The actual measured
SNR is degraded by around 4 dB, which we suspected is
caused by high-speed signal feed through, non-ideal common-
mode voltage, and differential nonlinearity (DNL).
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TABLE II
ADC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

Fig. 19. Measured DNL/INL at 13b level. (a) With RRC OFF and RRN ON
(b) With RRC ON.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The prototype ADC is fabricated in a 28 nm CMOS process
with an active core area of 0.018 mm2, and the on-chip RBUF
with 2.3 pF decoupling capacitor accounts for only 5.83% of
the total core area. The die photograph is shown in Fig. 15.
The RBUF is with a 1.2 V supply voltage to generate the 1 V
reference voltage (VREFP), and a 1 V supply voltage powers
the rest ADC core. The measured spectrum at Nyquist input is
shown in Fig. 16. When the 3b RRC is turned off and the 3b
RRN is turned on, due to the decision error resulting from the
reference ripple in the first stage, as illustrated by the gray line
in Fig. 16(a), the measured SNDR and spurious free dynamic

range (SFDR) are only 39.3 and 50.4 dB, respectively. While
turning on the 3b RRC and turning off the 3b RRN, the
measured SNDR and SFDR are improved to 63.7 and 80 dB,
respectively, verifying the effectiveness of the 3b RRC as
illustrated by the black line in Fig. 16(a). As depicted in
Fig. 16(b), the measured SNDR and SFDR are 64.2 and
80.55 dB, respectively, when both the 3b RRC and 3b RRN
are turned on. The ADC achieves 67 dB SNDR at low input
frequency with both 3b RRC and 3b RRN turned on, as shown
with the measured spectrum in Fig. 17. Moreover, the RNN
gives a larger static performance enhancement with a smaller
RBUF current, as depicted by the measured Max (1DNL)
in Fig. 18. Since the ADC performance is dictated by noise
rather than DNL/INL, such DNL variations only have a minor
impact on the overall ADC SNDR. To guarantee the sampling
accuracy and noise performance, the RBUF current is selected
as 1.2 mA where the DNL improvement (1DNL) is 6 LSB.
A measured 13b DNL and INL are plotted in Fig. 19 to demon-
strate the efficacy of the proposed hybrid reference ripple miti-
gation technique. Due to the neutralization mismatch, the RRN
only mitigates the reference ripple and speeds up the residue
stabilization. Consequently, the remainder large ripple leads to
a significant SAR decision error without the RRC. As depicted
in Fig. 19(a), even if the RRN is active, there is massive
accumulated code and missing code without RRC. When the
RRC is enabled, the ripple-induced decision error is effectively
nullified and a ⇠6 LSB DNL improvement from the RRN,
as observed in Fig. 19(b). With both RRC and RRN turned
on, the measured DNL and INL are 1.94 LSB/�0.642 LSB
and 3.52 LSB/�2.69 LSB, respectively.

The measured SNDR and SFDR of the prototype ADC
versus input frequency and sampling frequency are plotted
in Fig. 20(a) and (b), respectively. The 3b RRC improves
the dynamic performance by more than 26 dB at low input
frequency, and the ADC remains above 60 dB SNDR even
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A 13b 600-675MS/s Tri-State Pipelined-SAR ADC
With Inverter-Based Open-Loop

Residue Amplifier
Xiaofeng Guo , Member, IEEE, Run Chen, Senior Member, IEEE, Zhenqi Chen, Senior Member, IEEE,

and Bin Li, Member, IEEE

Abstract— This article presents a 13-b high-speed pipelined-
successive-approximation-register (pipelined-SAR) analog-
to-digital converter (ADC). By utilizing the comparator
metastability, a tri-state SAR logic is introduced to achieve a
fast approximation process. The tri-state SAR outputs three
states by one comparator after each comparison cycle, and the
effective-number-of-bits (ENOBs) can improve up to 1 b when
the metastability boundary is set at ±1/4 LSB. In addition,
an open-loop inverter-based residue amplifier (RA) is proposed
with simple circuit implementation. The RA gain is well
defined by gm ratio and is immune to process, voltage, and
temperature (PVT) variations. Fabricated in 40-nm CMOS
technology, the prototype ADC achieves a mean signal-to-noise
plus distortion ratio (SNDR) of 59.8–62.8 dB, with 1-σ than
1.7 dB, at 600–625 MS/s over −40◦ to 125◦ temperature range
and 1.1–1.2 V power supply range, a 67 dB dynamic range
(DR), and a 62.4 dB SNDR for a Nyquist input while sampling
at 625 MS/s. The overall power consumption is 7.05 mW.

Index Terms— Analog-to-digital converter (ADC), compara-
tor metastability, pipelined-successive-approximation-register
(pipelined-SAR), process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) insen-
sitive, residue amplifier (RA), tri-state SAR.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE next-generation wireless communication necessitates
near-GHz signal bandwidth for large data throughput,

leading to increased demand for high-speed, high-resolution
data converters. pipelined-successive-approximation-register
(pipelined-SAR) analog-to-digital converter (ADC) has
become an attractive candidate architecture for data
conversion. It combines the advantages of an SAR ADC
with superior power efficiency and a pipelined ADC that
explores multiple stages to achieve high-speed conversion.
One essential building block of a pipelined-SAR ADC is a
residue amplifier (RA) that connects adjacent SAR stages and
amplifies the residue signal for quantization in the next stage.
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The RA usually dominates the ADC performance since it
requires fast settling and precise amplification under process,
voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations, limited linearity
and bandwidth, and noise and power consumption constraints.

Prior arts have exploited various RA architectures that
generally fall into two categories: open-loop RAs and closed-
loop RAs. The open-loop structure is suitable for high-speed
data conversion [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. It mainly includes
gm-R-based RA [1], [2], gm-C-T -based RA [3], [4], [5], and
source-follower-based structures [6]. However, these structures
usually suffer from significant gain error. For example, in the
gm-R-based RA, the multiplication of gm and R can vary up
to ±50% due to PVT-related variations. In [1], the inter-stage
gain variation over the temperature is compensated through
complementary temperature coefficients from the inner devices
of the gm-R-based RA, but the process- and voltage-related
gain variation need extra calibration. In [5], voltage-to-time
(V2T) conversion is used in a gm-C-T -based RA structure to
realize accurate gain control. However, this structure is not
immune to clock jitter and skew error. Furthermore, accurate
gain control requires a long dynamic amplifier settling time,
leading to a limited conversion speed. The source-follower-
based RA is robust to PVT variations and easy to implement,
but its gain is always less than unity, bringing a significant
challenge to noise handling in the subsequent sub-ADCs [6].

Closed-loop RA has been proposed for accurate gain control
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. However, high-performance
opamp design becomes increasingly difficult due to the scal-
ing down of supply voltages and a lower intrinsic gain of
transistors in the advanced CMOS technologies. The amplifier
bandwidth limits the RA settling speed and is unsuitable
for high-speed applications. For a 1% settling accuracy, the
required settling time of a non-slewing opamp is about five
times that of a constant-slewing amplifier [5].

Aside from imperfect RAs, comparator metastability is
another dominant factor that significantly impacts data con-
version speed in a binary searching SAR topology [13], [14].
Previous works have reported methods to quantify the com-
parator decision time (CDT) to detect the metastability [15],
[16], [17], leading to a faster conversion speed, a reduced
sparkle-code error rate, and a higher resolution. However, these
structures require additional circuits for the time quantizer that
increases the complexity of the SAR topology.

This work introduces a tri-state SAR embedded in a
pipelined-SAR ADC with inverter-based open-loop RA to

0018-9200 © 2022 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 15. Effective DR enhancement.

is significantly suppressed in our proposed RA, a larger residue
amplification of 10.7 (4/3 × 8 in a conventional RA) is allowed
and enables an increased DR. The factor 4/3 is chosen such
that the bit weight of the second stage is 24. Therefore, the
ADC code generation can use simple adders and shifters since
a 24 gain can be broken down into an 8 plus a 16. Simulation
shows the gain variation is within ±6% for RA1 and ±10%
for RA2. The reference voltage of each stage can be adjusted
independently. After applying the above-mentioned trimming,
the overall RA gain variation is further reduced to within ±1%.

The ADC employs a 2.5 GHz input clock as the refer-
ence clock to generate a fixed 400 ps pulsewidth. A four-
phase clock generator outputs CLK1 to CLK4 with 625 MHz
frequency and 25% duty cycle for accurate timing control,
as shown in Fig. 14. CLK1, CLK4, and CLK3 are used for the
first stage, the second stage, and the last stage, respectively [1].
Each sub-ADC takes four reference clock cycles to finish data
conversion and residue amplification. Since the sampling time,
the sub-ADC conversion time and the RA settling time are
all roughly inversely proportional to gm /C , they share the
similar PVT-related speed degradation. Therefore, the input
reference clock can be adjusted based on different process
corners to avoid serious performance degradation. Note that
the sampling phase of each sub-ADC overlaps with the residue
amplification phase of the previous stage. A 20 ps margin
between the amplification phase and the next sampling phase
of the first stage guarantees signal integrity. Since there is
no residue amplification for the last stage, there is more time
for the stage 3 sub-ADC to finish data conversion and output
6-b LSB. Since the last stage resolves a fixed dc residue, the
MSB comparison starts at the middle point of the amplification
phase and saves approximately 200 ps of the conversion time.
In conclusion, the conversion time for each stage is almost
equal for optimized conversion efficiency.

Table II summarizes the input-referred noise power break-
down of major building blocks. The kT/C noise of C-DAC1
and C-DAC2, RA1 thermal noise, and the quantization noise
of digital slope are the dominant noise contributors. Simulation
shows the rail-to-rail input results in an excellent SNR of
68.4 dB while the total input-referred noise power is 87 nV2.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Fabricated in 40-nm CMOS technology, the prototype ADC
occupies a 0.022 mm2 area. The power supply voltage is

TABLE II

NOISE BREAKDOWN

Fig. 16. Die and EVB photograph.

Fig. 17. Measurement setup.

1.15 V, and the differential input signal swing is 2.3-V
peak-to-peak (0 dBFS). Fig. 16 shows the chip micrograph
and the evaluation board (EVB) photograph. A flip-chip
package is used to provide good signal integrity and power
integrity. A fully balanced single-ended-to-differential ampli-
fier is employed to generate the ADC input signal. The
measurement setup is shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 18 shows the measured single-tone and two-tone fre-
quency response while the ADC output is decimated by a
factor of 32. The SNDR is 63.8 dBFS, and the spurious-free
dynamic range (SFDR) is 76.5 dBc at 625 MS/s sampling rate
when the input signal is a 9 MHz sinusoidal wave with 1.63 V
peak-to-peak amplitude (−3 dBFS). A two-tone test (101- and
101.2-MHz input) shows an IMD3 of 78.6 dBc. The harmonic
distortions are mainly contributed by RA’s non-linearity and
C-DAC1 mismatch.

The measured SNDR and SFDR of the prototype ADC
versus input signal amplitude, input signal frequency, and
sampling frequency are plotted in Fig. 19. Three samples
were measured to demonstrate the dynamic performance
consistency. A DR of 67 dB is achieved. When the input
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TABLE III

ADC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

Fig. 22. Power consumption breakdown.

the measured raw output, and the comparison between the
DOUT without any calibration and the DOUT with ideal
gain calibration. The measured SNDR only drops by 1.26 dB
maximum compared to the performance where gain calibration
is done by each sample at room temperature with a 1.15 V
power supply voltage.

Fig. 21 shows the ADC performance at various temperatures
and supply voltages from ten samples. When the tempera-
ture is above 110◦, the reference clock needs to reduce to
2.4 GHz and the ADC can operate at 600 MS/s without
performance degradation. The ADC achieves a mean SNDR
of 59.8–62.8 dB at 600 to 625 MS/s in the −40◦ to 125◦

temperature range, with 1-σ less than 1.7 dB. The SNDR
remains above 60 dB when the power supply ranges from
1.1 to 1.2 V. The power consumption ranges from 7.02 to
9.24 mW in the −40◦ to 125◦ temperature range and from
6.46 to 8.64 mW in the 1.1 ∼ 1.2 V power supply range.

The power consumption breakdown of this ADC is shown
in Fig. 22. Clocked at 625 MS/s, the ADC consumed a
total power of 7.05 mW with 1.13 V (peak Walden FoM)
power supply, and the 5 b tri-state SAR only consumed
0.42 mW. The ADC achieved a competitive Walden FoM
of 10.5 fJ/conv-step. In Table III, ADC performance is com-
pared with the state-of-the-art ADCs. The proposed tri-state
pipelined-SAR demonstrates outstanding PVT stability.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article presented a new tri-state SAR that achieves
fast conversion speed at almost no extra hardware cost and
brings 1 b extra resolution, and also introduced an inverter-
based RA with PVT-insensitive gain and wide-band which
consists of only inverters and switches. Based on the proposed
tri-state SAR and RA, the 13 b 625 MS/s pipelined-SAR
ADC prototype achieves stabilized performance over a wide
temperature and supply voltage range.
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A Novel 550-fs Time-Resolution 7.5-bit Stochastic
Time-to-Digital Converter Based on

Two Arbiter Groups
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Abstract— This article presents a novel two arbiter groups-

based stochastic time-to-digital converter (STDC) to achieve a

better linearity and larger measurement range compared to a

traditional STDC. Traditional STDCs with one arbiter group

have a bad linearity and narrow measurement range, for the

nonlinear time-to-digital transfer function that described by a

Gaussian cumulative distribution function (cdf). To improve the

linearity, a basic two arbiter groups-based STDC is proposed

first. Through properly shifting the time-offset distributions of

the two arbiter groups away from each other by applying a global

time-offset reference to them, a virtual uniform distribution could

be formed between the two shifted time-offset mean values.

To achieve a large measurement range, a dual-input dual-output

periodic signal generator (DIDO-PSG) and a global time-offset

setting circuit (GTOSC) are further designed for the proposed

STDC to obtain two pairs of time-offset distributions with twice

measurements for one input time interval. Through properly

setting the mean values of the four time-offset distributions based

on GTOSC, an overall transfer function with a large linear

part that contributes to a good linearity could be achieved.

Finally, a test chip prototype fabricated in a 0.18-µm CMOS

technology demonstrates a 550-fs time resolution and a 0.105-ns

measurement range with �1.81-LSB integral non-linearity (INL)

at 50 MS/s, which is much better than traditional STDCs.

Index Terms— Arbiter group, dual-input dual-output periodic

signal generator (DIDO-PSG), global time-offset reference, lin-

earity, stochastic time-to-digital converter (STDC), time offset,

time-to-digital converter (TDC), ultrafine time resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
IME-TO-DIGITAL converters (TDCs) as one kind of
high-precision time measuring device have been widely

used in flow meters, magnetostrictive position sensing, meter-
ing equipment, heat cost allocators, and light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) system [1], [2], [3]. Except for these off-
chip applications, TDCs can also be used for on-chip jitter
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measurements [4], [5], [6]. Moreover, benefiting from contin-
uous scaling of the semiconductor process, digital integrated
circuits exhibit increasingly obvious advantages in portability,
robustness, die-area, power consumption, and response speed.
That is why TDCs are also popular in designs of analogy-to-
digital converters (ADCs) [7], [8], [9] and all-digital phase-
locked loops (ADPLLs) [10], [11], [12].

During the past three decades, numerous TDC architectures
have been put forward. The simplest and fastest TDC is the
delay line (DL)-based flash TDC [13], while its time resolution
is limited by the minimum gate delay. To overcome this limit,
many other architectures have been successively proposed,
which include Vernier TDCs [14], [15], [16], coarse-fine
TDCs [17], [18], multisegment TDCs [19], [20], successive
approximation TDCs [21], [22], pipelined TDCs [23], [24],
and noise shaping TDCs [25], [26]. Although these TDCs can
achieve a subgate delay resolution, the elaborately designed
resolution and linearity are sensitive to device mismatch and
process–voltage–temperature (PVT) variation since the time
resolutions of them are directly or indirectly determined by
the delay of delay cells, which will inevitably reduce their
performance.

Stochastic time-to-digital converter (STDC) [27], [28] and
stochastic phase-interpolation time-to-digital converter (SPI-
TDC) [29], [30] are two kinds of TDCs; the time resolution of
them has no connection with the delay of delay cells. SPI-TDC
is working based on the stochastic phase interpolation of a long
DL among multiple reference clock cycles to obtain a subgate
delay resolution. STDC is working based on the stochastic
time-offset distribution of a set of arbiters due to device
mismatch. For the small deviation of device mismatch, STDC
can achieve an ultrafine time resolution, which brings a chance
for its application in the design of ADPLLs [27], [28], [31].
However, the bad linearity and narrow measurement range
severely restrict its performance. Strategies such as limited
input range and bit truncation adopted in [27], [28], and [29]
cannot fundamentally improve the linearity, but result in many
arbiters being wasted. One STDC with dual time-offset arbiters
proposed in [32] can realize a good linearity with a complex
off-chip linearity calibration based on genetic algorithm.

Therefore, this article proposes a novel two arbiter groups-
based STDC with a dual-input dual-output periodic signal
generator (DIDO-PSG) and a global time-offset setting circuit

1557-9662 © 2023 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 17. Delay variation of VCDU caused by device mismatch with 300-time
Monte Carlo simulations.

two voltage-controlled delay paths and one multiplexer (MP).
The voltage-controlled delay units (VCDUs) in the two chan-
nels are the same, but controlled by two independent voltages
Vctrl1 and Vctrl2, respectively. In order to distinguish the VCDUs
in the two channels, VCDU1 and VCDU2 are used to refer
to the VCDUs in channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. S1
and S2 are two selection signals generated form DIDO-PSG,
which used to control the two input signals O1 and O2 either
to pass through the upper delay path (only one VCDU) or
the lower delay path (containing three VCDUs). If ⌧1 and
⌧2 are used to represent the delays of VCDU1 and VCDU2
in the two channels, respectively, then an extra delay difference
1⌧ or 31⌧ between the two input signals is always existed
and working as the global time-offset reference that referred
in Section III, where 1⌧ = |⌧1 � ⌧2|. The values of 1⌧

and 31⌧ can be precisely adjusted by the reference voltages
Vctrl1 and Vctrl2.The output signals Clk1 and Clk2 are inversely
connected to the input ports of the following two arbiter
groups, as shown in Fig. 13.

For the setting of the values of Vctrl1 and Vctrl2, a voltage-
controlled ring oscillator (VCRO) composed of the VCDUs
that used in GTOSC is additionally designed to map the
relationship between control voltage and the delay of VCDU.
The structures of the VCDU and the voltage bias circuit are
shown in [34].

In order to reduce the influence caused by device mismatch
on the relationship between the two global time-offset refer-
ences 1t and 31t , the GTOSC is designed using the transis-
tors with relatively large sizes. Fig. 17 shows the simulated
delay variation of one VCDU that caused by device mismatch
with 300-time Monte Carlo simulations under the condition
(27 �C, tt, 1.8 V). The result shows that the maximum variation
is about 8.60 ps with a standard deviation of 1.43 ps, which is
about 8.1% of 1⌧ , the value of 1⌧ is given in Section V.
According to the simulated results in Fig. 12, under this
situation, the peak value of INL retrogrades to about three
times the ideal value for the worst case. Nevertheless, the
obtained linearity is still much better than that of a traditional
STDC, and the influence will be reduced when these arbiters
are implemented with an advanced process, as a bigger value
of 1⌧ could be obtained.

C. Arbiters and Ones Adder

The arbiters used in this article are implemented as set–reset
latches based on two cross-coupled NAND gates, as colored

Fig. 18. Schematic of the arbiter used in the proposed STDC.

Fig. 19. Die photograph.

in Fig. 18. Minimum transistor sizes (W /L = 0.22/0.18 µm)
are selected for the two NAND gates to achieve the biggest
standard deviation of the time offsets that mainly caused
by device mismatch. The output of each arbiter is sampled
by a following true-single-phase-clock D flip-flop (TSPC-
DFF) [35] and then transmitted to the ones adder. In order
to fully exploit the stochastic nature of STDCs, considerable
arbiters are normally required, which will inevitably increase
the die area and power consumption. Therefore, a total of
2046 arbiters are used for this proposed two arbiter groups-
based STDC, and each arbiter group contains 1023 arbiters.
When designing the layout, these 1023 arbiters in each group
are divided into 57 rows; except for the first row with
15 arbiters, all the other rows have 18 arbiters, and the two
arbiter groups are mirrored in layout. The only difference is
that the two input signals are just inversed for the two arbiter
groups, as shown in Fig. 13.

The ones adder is used to sum the outputs of those
TSPC-DFFs and output a digital code that represents the
input time interval. This adder is designed based on the
Wallace tree algorithm [36] to achieve a compromise between
time-consuming and resource-wasting, and implemented based
on a foundry-provided standard cell library using one commer-
cial digital circuit design tool Synopsys.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the technique proposed in this article,
several test chip prototypes were fabricated in a 0.18-µm
CMOS process technology. Fig. 19 shows the photograph of
one test chip with an active area of 0.893 mm2 (1.24 ⇥ 0.72).
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

Fig. 24. Measured DNL and INL of one arbiter group.

Fig. 25. Measured single-shot precision.

The measurement results indicate that it is hard to obtain a
good linearity for a traditional STDC without any calibration,
while it can be significantly improved based on this proposed
technique.

To know the influence of noise on the performance, the
single-shot precision is measured for three different inputs
and the results are shown in Fig. 25. For each single-shot
measurement, 1.0 ⇥ 105 samples are recorded. It can be seen
that the worst-case standard deviation is 0.98 LSB.

Table I summarizes the performance of this proposed
two arbiter groups-based STDC and compares it with other
prior-art TDC designs. This proposed STDC can achieve an
ultrafine time resolution of 0.55 ps or an effective time resolu-
tion of 1.55 ps, which is much better than other previous works
except for [32], in which an off-chip genetic algorithm (GA)-
based linearity calibration was conducted. The measurement
range of this proposed two group-based STDC is smaller than
other types of TDCs, which as a common fault of all STDCs is
determined by the finite deviation caused by device mismatch.
Although the measured standard deviation of the time offsets is
only about 15.5 ps for the unadvanced process technology, the
maximum measurement range can be extended to (�50.25 ps,
50.25 ps) with this proposed technique, which is almost two
times larger than that obtained in [32].

To further compare the performance of this proposed two
arbiter groups-based STDC with prior-art TDC designs, the
figure of merit (FoM) that taking power consumption, sam-
pling rate FS, time resolution, NOB, and nonlinearity into
consideration is introduced as follows:

FoM = Power · Resolution/
�
2Nlinear · Fs

�
(13)

where Nlinear represents the effective NOB and is defined as

Nlinear = NoB � log2(INL + 1). (14)

The calculated results indicate that among these TDC archi-
tectures designed in 180-nm CMOS process, this proposed
STDC offers the best FOM, as shown in Table I. It can be
imagined that if this proposed STDC architecture implemented
with an advanced semiconductor process, its performance
would be further improved with reduced power consumption,
increased measurement range, and conversion rate, despite the
resolution would be slightly reduced.
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A 112 Gb/s PAM4 Silicon Photonics Transmitter
With Microring Modulator and CMOS Driver
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Abstract—Microring modulators (MRMs) with CMOS electron-
ics enable compact low power transmitter solutions for 400G Eth-
ernet and future on-package optical transceivers. In this paper,
we present a 112 Gb/s PAM4 transmitter using silicon photonic
MRM, on-chip laser and co-packaged 28 nm CMOS driver. We
describe the impact of static and dynamic MRM nonlinearity on
PAM4 signaling and present a dual path nonlinear pre-distortion
technique to compensate both effects. PAM4 measurement results
of our transmitter at 112 Gb/s show that TDECQ <0.7 dB is
achieved from 30 °C to 60 °C while dissipating 6 pJ/bit. We also
present link level measurements at 112 Gb/s PAM4 obtained by
coupling this transmitter with our previously published CMOS
TIA-based receiver, to demonstrate the feasibility of low cost op-
tical transceivers through CMOS integration of optical interface
circuits.

Index Terms— 400G Ethernet, nonlinear FFE, optical TX,
PAM4, ring modulator, silicon photonics, transmitter.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid growth of internet traffic and data-centric com-
puting is driving the need for high bandwidth, low cost in-

terconnect solutions for the data center. 100+Gb/s links capable
of spanning distances from meters to kilometers are required to
meet this demand, spurring the development of several 400G
Ethernet standards [1]. Frequency-dependent losses in cop-
per interconnects limit their usefulness beyond ∼100 Gbps-m
bandwidth-distance product [2], requiring alternative low cost
energy-efficient approaches. While optical links are capable of
satisfying the bandwidth and reach requirements, significant
cost and power improvements over current deployments are
necessary for their widespread adoption within the data center.
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional pluggable optical transceiver module. (b) Proposed
co-packaged silicon photonics transceiver.

A promising approach to achieve this is by bringing optics
closer to the payload IC (CPU/switch ASIC/FPGA). Moving
optical transceivers that are typically situated at the edge of
a line card closer to (or inside) the payload IC package can
result in significant performance improvements—up to 4.5X
higher bandwidth density with 3.5X better energy efficiency
in the switch card example in [2]. This however requires sig-
nificant changes to the implementation of both the optics and
electronics inside today’s pluggable optical modules as shown
in Fig. 1. Most silicon photonics-based optical modules use
Mach-Zehnder modulators that span several millimeters and
hence not amenable for high-density on-package transceivers.
On the electronics side, current 100G optical modules comprise
several BiCMOS and CMOS ICs to implement SerDes/retiming
functions and interface with the photonic devices (as shown
in Fig. 1(a)). Since the power consumption and cost of on-
package integration increases dramatically with the number of
discrete components, it is desirable to maximize the integration
of transceiver electronics in a mainstream CMOS technology as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

In this paper, we present a transmitter that addresses
these challenges by using Microring modulators (MRMs) co-
packaged with a bulk CMOS driver. MRM has been shown to be
an ultra-compact optical modulator that can overcome the area
and phase efficiency trade-off of conventional Mach-Zehnder
modulators. Recently, MRMs capable of supporting 100+ Gb/s
data rates have also been demonstrated [3], [4]. However, device

0733-8724 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 12. Measured 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye diagrams. (a) Without non-
linear pre-distortion. (b) With static pre-distortion. (c) With static and dynamic
pre-distortion.

Fig. 13. Optical TX with co-packaged PIC and EIC.

EIC and trigger an optical sampling scope (N1092). In the EIC,
the received clock is buffered to drive PAM4 pattern generators
and serializers. The MRM driver supply was set to 2.2 V to
achieve 3 Vpp swing. The O/E bandwidth of the sampling scope
was set to 38.7 GHz for TDECQ measurement. The TDECQ
filter helps to compensate for the sub-optimal MRM-driver wire
bond interface, as explained earlier. The temperature of TX
PCB was controlled and stabilized by an external temperature
controller.

C. EIC and PIC Test Results

Fiber insertion loss with the exception of chip-to-fiber cou-
pling loss has been de-embedded in reported measurements. The
integrated laser was biased to deliver ∼13 dBm optical power at

Fig. 14. Pulse response of the driver-MRM interface at 56 GBaud. (a) Without
wire bond. (b) With 200 pH wire bond.

Fig. 15. Optical TX measurement setup.

Fig. 16. Effect of MRM detuning on TX performance with and without pre-
distortion.

30 °C [12]. The received optical power at N1092 when MRM is
off-resonance is ∼6.5 dBm due to on-chip waveguide insertion
loss and fiber coupling loss. In order to quantify the impact
of our proposed dual path nonlinear pre-distortion method, we
characterized the TX at various MRM detuning points and bias
voltages. MRM detuning was varied from 2 dB to 6 dB by adjust-
ing the heater power using an external source (MRM bias was
maintained at −2.2 V for all detuning settings). The observed
ratio level mismatch (RLM) with and without pre-distortion is
shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that on-chip PAM4 level pre-
distortion reduces the sensitivity to MRM detuning, enabling
>0.93 RLM across 4 dB detuning range. The PAM4 optical eyes
at 6 dB detuning shown in Fig. 16 illustrate the effectiveness of
pre-distortion to correct severe asymmetry in PAM4 eyes. The
measured sensitivity of TDECQ to MRM bias (while MRM
detuning is maintained at 4 dB) is shown in Fig. 17. Again,
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Fig. 9. Schematic of segmented voltage-mode MRM driver.

Fig. 10. Simulated driver output bandwidth with 30 Ω source impedance.

driver to enable an all-digital implementation of the dual-path
nonlinear pre-distortion technique described in the previous
section. The MRM driver consists of 30 stacked inverter linear
NRZ driver segments. Controlling the binary input data stream
to each of these segments with a 4:1 digital MUX array in the
manner shown in Fig. 7 enables the realization of SPD and DPD
with no analog gain elements. The digital MUX array operates on
half-rate data to relax bandwidth and timing requirements of the
digital logic. This array can be configured to operate the driver
in linear and nonlinear modes. In linear mode, 20 segments are
configured to pass MSB data and the other 10 segments for LSB
data. In nonlinear mode, certain segments can be programmed
to realize SPD or DPD function as indicated in Fig. 7.

The MRM driver uses a differential AC-coupled topology as
shown in Fig. 9 to maximize driver swing and decouple it from
the MRM bias voltage (set by VBCATHODE and VBANODE in
Fig. 9) [5]. This allows the realization of modulation voltages
well in excess of the nominal voltage of scaled CMOS processes
which is typically around 1 V. The schematic of an individual
driver segment, consisting of a pseudo-differential stacked in-
verter output stage with CMOS level-shifters, is also shown in
Fig. 9. The stacked inverter and level shifters double achievable
output swing (to twice the nominal supply of the CMOS process
technology) while satisfying reliability and electrical overstress
requirements. The driver segments are sized to deliver an ef-
fective source resistance of about 30 Ω. Careful design of the
driver pad network is critical to ensuring adequate bandwidth
at the driver-MRM interface. Here we use a combination of
shunt termination RSH and series peaking LS as shown in Fig. 9
to achieve the electrical bandwidth required to support 56 GB
aud operation. Fig. 10 highlights the dramatic impact of the

Fig. 11. Simulated 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye in linear mode.

series peaking inductor on output bandwidth: addition of 100
pH inductor more than doubles the driver bandwidth, improving
it from 23 GHz to 55 GHz. The simulated PAM4 electrical eye
at 112 Gb/s (including a 35 GHz low pass filter to emulate
MRM optical bandwidth limitation) is shown in Fig. 11. Clean
mid-eye levels indicate that the designed series peaking achieves
the bandwidth extension shown in Fig. 9 with negligible group
delay variation penalty.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Standalone EIC Test Results

The proposed transmitter IC is fabricated in 28 nm CMOS
process. In order to directly measure the transmitter electrical
eye using 50 Ω terminated scope, a DC-coupled replica driver
was implemented in the EIC with 50Ωoutput impedance. Fig. 12
shows the measured 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye diagrams
for different transmitter modes. These eye diagrams were cap-
tured using a 75 GHz electrical sampling scope with external
6 dB attenuator and DC-block. As shown in Fig. 12(a), a clean
112 Gb/s PAM4 eye can be obtained in linear mode. Enabling
SPD allows the synthesis of ‘bottom-compressed’ PAM4 eye
in Fig. 12(b) with unequal eye heights to compensate static
MRM nonlinearity similar to that shown in Fig. 4(a). Enabling
both SPD and DPD yields the PAM4 eye shown in Fig. 12(c)
which has the characteristics illustrated in the pre-distorted
driver output in Fig. 7.

B. EIC and PIC Test Setup

The optical transmitter with co-packaged PIC and EIC is
shown in Fig. 13. The MRM in the PIC is attached to its driver
in the EIC using wire bonds. The inductance of these wire bonds
results in some ringing in the MRM (electrical) input as shown
in the 56 GBaud pulse responses in Fig. 14. For the measurement
results described in this section, we utilized the 5-tap symbol-
spaced transmitter dispersion eye closure quaternary (TDECQ)
filter (as specified in the 400G-DR4 standard [1]) to compensate
for this undesirable peaking in the frequency response. All the
measured eye diagrams shown in subsequent sections include
the effect of this filter.

The experimental setup used to characterize optical transmit-
ter performance at 112 Gb/s is shown in Fig. 15. An external
signal generator was used to source a 28 GHz clock signal to the
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Fig. 2. Block-diagram of the proposed hybrid-integrated MRM-based trans-
mitter with a micrograph of the MRM device.

Fig. 3. Measured MRM transmission with reverse bias from −0.5 V to 5.5 V.

bandwidth and nonlinearities have limited the data rates demon-
strated by MRM-based transmitters with integrated drivers to
56 Gb/s for NRZ [6]–[8] and 40 Gb/s for PAM4 [9], [10]. In
[11], we reported a MRM-based transmitter that extends the
maximum achievable data rate to 112 Gb/s PAM4 using a high
bandwidth CMOS driver with nonlinearity compensation. In this
paper, we discuss the driver electronics in greater detail (with
particular emphasis on our proposed technique for compensation
of MRM nonlinearity) and also present additional measurement
results.

The proposed hybrid-integrated MRM-based transmitter con-
sists of two ICs as shown in Fig. 2: a silicon photonics IC
(PIC) with integrated O-band laser, depletion-mode MRM and
fiber coupler; a CMOS electronics IC (EIC) with integrated
MRM driver, PAM4 serializer and pattern-generator. The EIC
driver output interfaces with MRM via wire bonds. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a
112 Gb/s PAM4 MRM-based transmitter with on-chip laser and
co-packaged CMOS driver. Fig. 2 also shows a micrograph of
the depletion-mode MRM with integrated heater for wavelength
control. The MRM has a radius of 10 um and measured Q of
∼3300. The modulator p-n junction is engineered to be L-shaped
for enhanced modulation phase efficiency [3]. From the mea-
sured MRM transmission characteristics under different bias
voltages in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the modulation efficiency
is ∼30 pm/V. Standalone MRM measurements show 50 GHz

Fig. 4. (a) MRM EO transfer function with different “ON” insertion loss.
(b) Simulated MRM EO bandwidth with reverse bias from 0.5 V to 3.5 V.

electro-optic bandwidth can be achieved to support symbol rates
in excess of 50 GBaud.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II details
the architecture of the MRM TX electronics and explains our
proposed dual path nonlinear pre-distortion technique for com-
pensating MRM nonlinearities, Section III describes transmitter
and link level measurement results, and Section IV presents
conclusions based on this work.

II. TRANSMITTER ARCHITECTURE

The CMOS TX EIC consists of a PAM4 pattern generator,
serializer and MRM driver, as shown in Fig. 2. In this section,
we first review the effect of MRM nonlinearities in Section IIA.
We then describe our proposed technique to electronically com-
pensate these nonlinearities in Section IIB. Finally, we present
TX EIC circuit details in Section IIC.

A. MRM Nonlinearities

MRM-based intensity modulators exhibit nonlinearities that
can limit their usefulness for multi-level modulation schemes
like PAM4. This nonlinearity can be classified into two types:
(a) nonlinear output optical power as a function of modulation
voltage (static nonlinearity), and (b) bias-dependent small signal
bandwidth (dynamic nonlinearity) [5], [6]. Static nonlinearity is
a manifestation of nonlinear EO transfer function as shown in
Fig. 4(a). An illustration of dynamic nonlinearity in a typical
MRM modulator is shown in the simulated EO S21 data in
Fig. 4(b). It can be observed that the MRM bandwidth and
peaking change significantly as a function of reverse bias (∼2X
variation in −3 dB bandwidth for the example in Fig. 4(b)). The
effect of these nonlinearities on the modulated optical PAM4
eye is shown in Fig. 5. This 112 Gb/s PAM4 eye diagram was
generated by modulating a behavioral MRM model (calibrated
using measured data) using an ideal PAM4 electrical signal with
3 Vpp swing. Static nonlinearity causes PAM4 level distortion
leading to unequally spaced PAM4 optical levels. Dynamic
nonlinearity results in level-specific inter-symbol interference
(ISI) characteristics: for example, in Fig. 5, the lower optical
power levels exhibits lower bandwidth while higher power lev-
els exhibits higher bandwidth. Together, these phenomena – if
uncompensated - can significantly reduce PAM4 link margins.
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Fig. 12. Measured 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye diagrams. (a) Without non-
linear pre-distortion. (b) With static pre-distortion. (c) With static and dynamic
pre-distortion.

Fig. 13. Optical TX with co-packaged PIC and EIC.

EIC and trigger an optical sampling scope (N1092). In the EIC,
the received clock is buffered to drive PAM4 pattern generators
and serializers. The MRM driver supply was set to 2.2 V to
achieve 3 Vpp swing. The O/E bandwidth of the sampling scope
was set to 38.7 GHz for TDECQ measurement. The TDECQ
filter helps to compensate for the sub-optimal MRM-driver wire
bond interface, as explained earlier. The temperature of TX
PCB was controlled and stabilized by an external temperature
controller.

C. EIC and PIC Test Results

Fiber insertion loss with the exception of chip-to-fiber cou-
pling loss has been de-embedded in reported measurements. The
integrated laser was biased to deliver ∼13 dBm optical power at

Fig. 14. Pulse response of the driver-MRM interface at 56 GBaud. (a) Without
wire bond. (b) With 200 pH wire bond.

Fig. 15. Optical TX measurement setup.

Fig. 16. Effect of MRM detuning on TX performance with and without pre-
distortion.

30 °C [12]. The received optical power at N1092 when MRM is
off-resonance is ∼6.5 dBm due to on-chip waveguide insertion
loss and fiber coupling loss. In order to quantify the impact
of our proposed dual path nonlinear pre-distortion method, we
characterized the TX at various MRM detuning points and bias
voltages. MRM detuning was varied from 2 dB to 6 dB by adjust-
ing the heater power using an external source (MRM bias was
maintained at −2.2 V for all detuning settings). The observed
ratio level mismatch (RLM) with and without pre-distortion is
shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that on-chip PAM4 level pre-
distortion reduces the sensitivity to MRM detuning, enabling
>0.93 RLM across 4 dB detuning range. The PAM4 optical eyes
at 6 dB detuning shown in Fig. 16 illustrate the effectiveness of
pre-distortion to correct severe asymmetry in PAM4 eyes. The
measured sensitivity of TDECQ to MRM bias (while MRM
detuning is maintained at 4 dB) is shown in Fig. 17. Again,
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IC economics

>10 M$

0.4-0.8 M$

1.5 M$

• 1.5 billions cell phones/year 

• 250 millions wafers/year



Chiplets, again

How a future vertex detectors could look like: 

• An active support (stitched sensing layers ( with internal gain) and bare minimum electronics 

• Efficient digital processing layer (28 nm or beyond)
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Figure 2.3.1: 96-core architecture composed of 6 chiplets 3D-stacked onto an
active CMOS interposer.

Figure 2.3.2: Switched Capacitor Voltage Regulator (SCVR) providing DVFS
per-chiplet.

Figure 2.3.3: 3D-plug communication: source-synchronous interface
microarchitecture and performance.

Figure 2.3.5: System performance, including SCVR<->LDO comparison, power
breakdown, and many-core scalability. Figure 2.3.6: Performance summary and comparison to prior art.

Figure 2.3.4: Interposer distributed synchronous and asynchronous NoCs; 3D-
plug asynchronous interface.
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the three-wafer-stacked hybrid EVS/CIS
sensor.

introduced a hybrid EVS/CIS pixel that uses the photocurrent
for the time-continuous front-end circuit for EVS functionality
and then integrates the photocurrent on a sampling cap for
CIS functionality [5]. The C-DAVIS improved CIS image
quality using pinned photodiode pixels. Here, the CIS pixels
sampled red, green, and blue (RGB) color channels while
using the same hybrid EVS/CIS readout for a clear/white pixel
as the DAVIS sensor [6]. CeleX-5 offered an asynchronous
log-intensity readout upon triggering events [10]. All these
approaches have similar EVS and CIS pixel resolutions. This is
challenging for scaling toward higher spatial resolution sensors
as scaling becomes limited by the EVS pixel circuitry (see II).
Also, sacrificing a large portion of the CIS pixel count for EVS
can have a significant negative impact on CIS image quality.

This article addresses the desire for hybrid EVS/CIS sensors
offering high spatial resolution without a significant sacri-
fice of CIS performance. Section II details how advanced
wafer-stacking technology is used to achieve this goal. Increas-
ing spatial resolutions require fast, low-power readout which
is outlined in Section III. Section IV presents performance
characterization results and benchmarks against the prior art.

II. PIXEL TECHNOLOGY

A. Stacking and Pixel Design

Fig. 1 depicts a cross-sectional view of the three-wafer
stacked hybrid EVS/CIS sensor. A top wafer embeds a pho-
todiode array using a 40-nm back-side illuminated pinned
photodiode process. Photodiodes are separated using full deep
trench isolation. A Bayer color filter array (CFA) is patterned
above all the CIS pixels followed by a micro-lens array.
Stacked pixel-level connections (SPLCs) connect the top pho-
todiode wafer to a middle wafer which embeds the EVS pixel
readout circuitry. The middle wafer uses the 65-nm technology
and high-density metal–insulator–metal capacitors (HDMIM).
The middle wafer uses back-side through-silicon vias (BTSVs)
which again connect to SPLC and thus to the bottom wafer.
The bottom wafer uses the 40-nm process technology.

Fig. 2 outlines how the three-wafer stack is used. The top
wafer substitutes a blue color channel within a four-by-four
pixel cluster for EVS functionality. This low ratio of EVS-
to-CIS pixels preserves good image quality for conventional
CIS capture operation, analogous to sparse phase-detection

Fig. 2. Block-level schematic.

Fig. 3. Logarithmic illuminance over time generating UP/DOWN events.

autofocus technology (PDAF). Both CIS and EVS pixels
use pinned photodiodes to achieve good process uniformity.
The CIS pixel array connects to a column bus and then to
the middle wafer at the edge of the pixel array. The EVS
pixel directly connects to the middle wafer using dedicated
SPLC connections within each four-by-four pixel cluster. The
middle wafer embeds EVS pixel readout circuitry, whereas the
bottom wafer implements analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
and an image-signal-processor (ISP) for CIS operation and
an asynchronous event readout scanner and an event signal
processor (ESP). The event readout circuitry is detailed in
Section III. The bottom wafer further embeds auxiliary periph-
eral functions and an MIPI interface.

B. EVS Pixel Circuit Design

Fig. 3 illustrates the event-based detection. If the loga-
rithmic illuminance exceeds certain thresholds UP/DOWN
events are generated. A schematic of the EVS pixel readout
circuitry is depicted in Fig. 4. The transfer gate of the
pinned photodiode is operated at a fixed bias 8TX to allow
continuous photocurrent flow into the EVS readout circuitry.
The transistor M1 is operated in weak inversion and saturation.
An inverting amplifier connects its source to the gate yielding
a logarithmic characteristic 18FE / VT · ln(ID(t)). Here,
VT is the thermal voltage, and ID(t) is the drain current of
M1 at time t . A buffer MSF isolates the sensitive logarithmic
amplifier from the kick-back of the switched capacitor filter.
The switched-capacitor circuit samples a reference signal
8O1(tref) using a reset transistor MRST. Upon release of
the reset transistor, this circuit tracks the difference between
the time-continuous signal 8O1(t) and the reference sample
8O1(tref). This difference sample of the log intensities removes
the offset of the previous stages and amounts to the log
ratio of time-continuous photocurrent ID(t) and the sampled
reference current ID(tref): 8O2 / ln((ID(t))/(ID(tref))). If the
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Key aspects: 

• Efficient data and power management, smart and flexible digital readout, fast data transfer, 
access to critical technologies, radiation hardness…



Opportunities and challenges

• IC technologies deploy fantastic capabilities 

• Moore law expected to continue in the foreseeable future within an evolutionary 
paradigm with 3D stacking becoming more and more prominent 

• We do not fully exploit in electronics for HEP what technology can offer even today 

• Small design teams 
• Low production volumes 
• Long development cycles 
• Lack of shared, reusable IPs 
• Lack of appropriate simulation/verification environments 
• Difficulties in securing experienced people 
• Budgets 
• …. 

• Can we address some of these issue?



DRD7 collaboration

• DRD7 in a nutshell: a collaborative effort to push electronics for particle 
detectors beyond our state of the art through a set of well harmonised 
multinational projects 

• A dynamic environment: projects can be proposed at regular times 

• A structured environment: projects are framed along prioritised lines of 
interest (the working groups) and are expected to be transformative for the 
field, multinational and with reasonable resources to make the project feasible 

• It’s an R&D: a project could also yield a null result!



DRD7 working groups and projects
• WG7.1: Data density and power efficiency 

• Silicon photonics transceivers 
• Powering next generation systems 
• Wireless for data & power

• WG7.2: Intelligence on detector 
• Programmable logic array IP 
• Radiation tolerant RISC-V processor 
• Virtual electronics prototyping

• WG7.3: 4D and 5D techniques 
• High performance ADCs and TDCs 
• Calibration strategies for timing systems 
• Timing distribution systems

• WG7.4: Extreme environments 
• Cryogenic CMOS PDKs 
• Radiation tolerance of advanced nodes 
• Proximity cooling

• WG7.5: Back-end systems and COTS 
• COTS architectures, tools and IPs 
• No back-end, full 100GbE from FE to 

DAQ 
• Generic back-end board

• WG7.6: Complex imaging ASICs and technologies 
• Common access to selected imaging 

technologies and IP blocks 
• Common access to 3D advanced integration

• WG7: Technologies and tools



Interface with other DRDs

• R&D in electronics is cross-boundary 
• DRD7 tasks 

• Develop and maintain common IPs and subsystems, encompassing hardware, firmware and software 
• Develop common, generic complete components or system when too complex to be designed in a 

single DRD 
• Provision access to vendors and tools 
• Review system specifications and designs as requested 

• DRDx specific projects 
• Determination of system parameters and specifications 
• Planning and costing of prototype development and productions 
• Production, verification and integration of ASICs and other project-specific components 
• Testing and operation of large scale projects



A DRD7 project example

• WP71.b Power efficiency 

• Reduced power voltage           more bias current           heavier cables

• Project goals: improve power efficiency and reduce material budget in future 
detectors  

• Characterisation of new HV technologies and IP developments

WP 7.1b: power efficiency
Next-generation, large-area, high-granularity particle detectors consume significantly more power at reduced voltages 
compared to current systems. 

This project aims to improve power efficiency of  detector systems at reduced material budget. 

For this purpose, two powering options will be investigated:

The project is a joint effort of  experts in power electronics, IC and PCB design, thermal management, EMC, 
reliability and particle detector systems.

Parallel
Powering (DCDC)

Serial
Powering

Contribution from:
• CERN
• FH Dortmund
• RWTH Aachen
• TU Graz
• UNIUD
• UNIMI+INFN

Contribution from:
• FH Dortmund
• ITAINNOVA
• UNIMI+INFN

WP 7.1b: power efficiency
Next-generation, large-area, high-granularity particle detectors consume significantly more power at reduced voltages 
compared to current systems. 

This project aims to improve power efficiency of  detector systems at reduced material budget. 

For this purpose, two powering options will be investigated:

The project is a joint effort of  experts in power electronics, IC and PCB design, thermal management, EMC, 
reliability and particle detector systems.

Parallel
Powering (DCDC)

Serial
Powering

Contribution from:
• CERN
• FH Dortmund
• RWTH Aachen
• TU Graz
• UNIUD
• UNIMI+INFN

Contribution from:
• FH Dortmund
• ITAINNOVA
• UNIMI+INFN



Introducing on chip DC-DC converters
WP 7.1b: parallel power (DCDC)

Stage 1 based on HV CMOS technology and GaN power stage 
Stage 2 is a fully integrated solution with all components inside the 28nm ASIC
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Gen2 GaN-based 
48V DC-DC

Input, output voltage and load 
current range are being defined

Stage 1: 𝑉 , = 48𝑉
Stage 2: Smart powering in front-end ASICs

Front-end ASIC /
Optical link /
Concentrators etc.

1.2V
0.9V
0.8V

Stage 2
On-chip stage +line 

regulators

28nm ASIC

1.8V and/or 5V

Gen2 GaN-based 

48V DC-DC

Input, output voltage and load 

current range are being defined

Stage 1: 𝑉 , = 48𝑉
Stage2: Smart power in front-end ASICs

Front-end ASIC /

Optical link /

Concentrators etc.

28nm ASIC

5V
1-1.2V

0.9V

iPOL5V

resonant

DCDC-Converter

LDO LDO LDO

1V 0.8V

1.8V

3 level buck

DCDC-converter

0.9V

Developed by:

CERN + UNIUD

TU Graz

FH Dortmund

WP 7.1b: parallel power (DCDC)



On chip DC-DC IP example
iPOL5V is a fully integrated resonant DC-DC converter developed in a 28 nm CMOS technology that can be 
integrated as a Macro Block in more complex ASICs .
R&D has started in Q4, 2021.

The target 𝑉 is 0.9 − 1𝑉, with a tentative maximum current of  500 𝑚𝐴.

Added value:
• ultimate solution for low mass: no external components
• unprecedented radiation hardness for DC-DC converters:

target TID tolerance is 1 Grad
• large reduction of  input current (factor ≈ 4)
• a fully integrated solution relaxes the PCB design

Design started, submission of  the first prototype in Q4 2023.
A full PicoPix could be powered by parallelizing several iPOL5V cells.

Design done in collaboration with Udine

Vin Vout

Vout

Vout

Vout

GND

GND

GND
G
N
D

Stage2 iPOL5V: 5V-input resonant DC-DC converter
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3.2 x 2.1 mm

• iPOL5V 

• 28 nm fully integrated DC-DC converter 

• Input 5 V 

• Output 0.9 V - 1 V @ 500 mA 

• Radiation tolerante: 1 Grad



Serial powering
WP 7.1b: serial power

ChipN_1
SLDO

Current source 
output filter

Current source

Vin_global up to 16-20V for 8-10 modules in series

Iin DC-DC

Vin
Vout

ChipN_2
SLDO

ChipN_3
SLDO

ChipN_N
SLDO

Chip2_1
SLDO

Chip2_2
SLDO

Chip2_3
SLDO

Chip2_N
SLDO

Chip1_1
SLDO

Chip1_2
SLDO

Chip1_3
SLDO

Chip1_N
SLDO

48V 

• Deploying novel and more efficient shunt LDO 

• Serial powering for CMOS sensors  (encouraging results form ATLASPIX3



DRD7 status and plans
• Two workshop held (September and March 2023) 

• https://indico.cern.ch/event/1214423/ (March 2023) 
• https://indico.cern.ch/event/1318635/  (Sept 2023) 

• Letter of intent issued on September 15th, 2023 
• https://indico.cern.ch/event/1318635/contributions/5551432/attachments/2720844/4726969/

DRD7%20Letter%20of%20IntentV2.1.pdf 

• Collaboration proposal being worked-out for end of the year

25.09.23 Francois Vasey, on behalf of the DRD7 steering committee 9
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• Collaboration Board: representatives of participating institutes
• Steering Committee: to be appointed
• Technical Committee:WG7.x conveners+steering committee
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